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This document contains screen captures of text and images posted on the Internet, along with copies of specific e-mail 
messages.  The order of the information in this document is intended to match the order of related issues in the 
resolution.  No images have been intentionally enhanced or modified in any manner other than to crop borders or to 
reduce size as required for an 8.5x11 inch format document.  Minor changes in aspect ratio may be present in some 
images, and are caused by the layout and presentation limitations of this medium.  The descriptive narrative explaining 
the relevant portions of the images and the relationship between specific portions of the content of this document will 
be presented to the LNC during the December 6-7 meeting in San Diego.  Printed copies of the notes used during 
narration will be released following the meeting.   
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The following e-mail was received from Robert Kraus at 9pm on the evening of 
December 4, 2008, in response to a query regarding the current status of the apology to 
staff by Angela Keaton for her actions of September 6, 2008. 

 
Per our phone conversation, here is what I said privately to some of your fellow board members, Casey 
(who was more embarrassed than offended) has not yet been approached by Angela with any apology. 
 
Also, I might ad (in the meeting if asked – or feel free to share this with the LNC), that even if one finds 
such inappropriate comments to be "flattering" (such as in the case of Austin, or perhaps yourself) that 
doesn't make saying such things "right." 
 
Our policy is clear: "it is to be expected that libertarians treat each other with professional respect, 
thoughtful consideration, and fundamental decency. Violation of this expectation by members of the Party 
not only risks substantial legal penalties, it also undermines the very legitimacy of the Party and the honor 
of its members. Violation of this expectation by members of the LNC, whether towards other LNC members 
or HQ staff, is therefore especially egregious." 
 
It goers on to say the following: Any behavior, whether verbal or physical, that clearly offends a reasonable 
person – libertarian or not – must be avoided. 
 
Any interaction which might be interpreted as abusing the apparent employer-employee relationship must be 
avoided. This applies to interactions of LNC members with staff. 
 
You must exercise your own good judgment to avoid any conduct that may be perceived by others as 
harassment.   
 
Fact: Angela’s actions towards Casey and Austin were not “professional” and does expose us to legal 
liability. 
 
Fact: I am personally offended when a member of the LNC treats either myself or one of my staff in an 
unprofessional manner. I am personally offended that a new employee, days on the job, had to be a 
“subject” in Angela’s blog posting.  
 
Fact: I personally like Angela, as do the staff members who have gotten to know her. However those 
personal feelings do not have anything to do with the fact that she said something that could clearly offend 
a reasonable person or may be perceived by others as harassment. Thus, it is not whether the subject of the 
inappropriate comments is personally offended – BUT - if it may be perceived as inappropriate behavior by 
others – and clearly Angela’s comments have been perceived as inappropriate by others.  
 
Fact: There is NO EXCUSE NOT TO APOLOGIZE for such behavior.  
 
Thanks again! 
  
Robert 
 
Robert S. Kraus - Dir of Operations 
Operations@LP.org 
Libertarian National Committee 
2600 Virginia Ave NW #200 
Washington, DC 20037 
Ph: 202.333.0008 x 231 
Fx: 703.935.8015 
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The following e-mail was sent to the National Chairman and counsel on Friday, 
November 07, 2008 12:45 AM. The subject was “Overview of conversation with Angela 
Keaton.” 

Bill, 

As I mentioned to you on the phone this afternoon, I received a call today from Angela Keaton.   

I am sending a copy of this message to Bill Hall so that he is also aware of this incident. 

According to my cell phone, the call came in at 4:08pm and lasted for 38 seconds.  The call was quite confusing and most 
certainly hostile in nature.  Angela immediately began threatening me, telling me that she would take legal action against 
me and my friends if we tried to do anything to her at the LNC meeting.  She then said that she'd take whatever action 
was necessary.  I asked her if she was threatening me.  I could not understand her response, so I asked her again and 
she said that she was threatening me.  She said that I'd done things to her that I'd pay for and that handcuffs would be the 
least of my worries -- that she'd have things done to me. 

Her tone of voice was extremely angry.  She spoke rapidly, and I found it difficult to cut in to ask why she was threatening 
me.  After she said that she'd have things done to me I repeated again that she was threatening me then said goodbye 
and hungup the phone.  I did not respond with any threats of any kind at any point in the conversation or make any 
remarks other than to ask her if she was threatening me and why. 

A few of the words that she said were not clear and she was speaking rapidly and angrily into the phone.  I am certain that 
I missed hearing a few other words while trying to interrupt her to figure out what was going on.  The part of the 
conversation noted above includes just the words that I heard clearly. 

While I certainly don't believe that she would personally attack me, her threat was obviously to have others do something 
to me.  She intended me to believe it  was a threat of bodily harm, suggesting quite clearly that I'd be hurt or killed.  The 
statement "I can have things done to you" is not something that should be ignored, nor is its meaning unclear to me. 

Could she do this?  Would she?  I believe that she is unstable and that it is certainly not outside of the realm of 
possibilities that she intends physical harm to me and possibly other board members that she identified as my "friends."  It 
wasn't clear by her use of the word "you" if she meant just me or was including other LNC members in her threat of 
physical harm. 

While I would hope that she was simply making statements while in a temporarily unstable and angry state of mind, I must 
consider this to be a credible threat.  There are a number of people who strongly believe that I and others invaded the 
party and are secretly working as republicans to destroy it.  Some of them are capable of "doing something" if Ms Keaton 
were to encourage them. 

This was not the first time that I have been threatened with harm since being elected to the LNC, but it was the first time 
that Angela Keaton has been the person who threatened me. 

 Stewart Flood 

LNC Region 4 Representative 
 


